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Abstract: "For democracy, as for all common goods, the rule applies that (...) it can only 

emerge from the work over time of an entire community - through which - design 

becomes an instrument of self-affirmation of the communities themselves" (Gasparotto, 

2019). 

It is within this vision that the ambition of Fruit for Peace takes shape, a project that 

generates real economies and sustainable social development. 

The project is configured as a project research activity and is based on a memorandum of 

understanding between institutions, international bodies and multicultural - and 

multidisciplinary - professionals prepared to operate in extreme contexts. 

For the development of the entire project system, the process and the project of the 

typography were constituted as a 'manifesto' of all the possible cultural variants of 

destination. Graphic expression of every desirable point of social cohesion and vision - 

always expandable - of every possible intertwining of peace. 
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1. Introduction 

Type for Peace is the project of a font that is part of a larger project called Fruit for 

Peace. 
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Fruit for Peace is a sustainable development project whose utopia is the possibility that, 

starting from agro-industrial production, and therefore from the Earth’s products 

and the work it carries a more ethical and inclusive economic model can be proposed, 

starting from the agro-industrial production, and therefore from the Earth’s products and 

the work it carries. 

The project aims to connect the most marginal and remote territories in the world with 

the most advanced economic realities, thus hybridizing the most advanced process and 

product innovations with the cultures and local know-how of specific contexts of the Third 

and Fourth World.  

Built through the methodology of Listening Design and Cross-Cultural Design - 

methodologies developed within the SIDE research group – Sustainable Industrial Design 

Research Group - of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design of the University 

of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli” -, the project does not have as its ultimate horizon the 

production of agricultural products but, rather, the construction of synergies of 

cooperation starting from the Earth, the same one on which every human being must be 

able to have dignity of life. 

Fruit for Peace proposes itself as a socio-economic connection model, ready to be 

exported and replicated in contexts characterized by endemic and marginalized 

emergencies, therefore it aims to establish itself as a new industrial paradigm. For the 

development of the entire project system, the process and the project of the typography 

were constituted as a 'manifesto' of all the possible cultural variants of destination. 

 

2. Actors and utopias 

The project has been conceived by Francesco Caponetti, CEO of MONTECARLOFRUIT, who 

has 30 years' experience in the agro-industrial sector, and is configured as a research 

activity within a collaboration agreement between MONTECARLOFRUIT - an investment 

fund for Third and Fourth World countries -; the University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli 

and, specifically, the Master's degree course in Design for Innovation; the Centre d'Etùde et 

Développement Industriel et Agricole du Mali (CEDIAM SA); and the AgriFood Team. 

MONTECARLOFRUIT is an agro-industrial company that designs economic-social 

development projects; produces and sells fruit-based semi-finished products for the food 

industry produced by associated companies; it assists at an operational and strategic level 

all the production chains set up in a system and according to international certification 

standards. MONTECARLOFRUIT today attracts the attention of international institutions as 

a "case study for sustainable rural development in critical areas”1 and aims to achieve 

 
1 https://montecarlofruit.com 
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long-term goals such as: 

- Finding a sustainable balance point between industrial and agricultural development; 

- Generate sustainable benefits, in line with international directives on the subject of 

respect for the entire ecosystem and human rights; 

- Reduce food imports and increase exports; 

- Balance and optimize the mechanization necessary for production to allow employment 

opportunities for unemployed sections of the population; 

- Promote gender equality through work; 

- Improve the social conditions of the population with particular attention to children and 

women - with a female recruitment of 80%; 

- Recover local knowledge by fertilizing it with the most innovative product and process 

strategies, as well as with the most advanced technological and digital innovations. 

The concrete reality of this model is the CEDIAM SA (Center d'Etude et de Développement 

Industriel et Agricole du Mali) agro-industrial center in Mali, which in nine years has grown 

progressively and exponentially despite the increase of political and social local instability. 

Today the CEDIAM SA represents an economic a social point of reference in the fragility of 

the rural and local context, employing about 350 operators and 4500 farmers - large and 

small - spread throughout the Malian territory, with a production of about 10,000 tons of 

mango per year. 

The operational arm of MONTECARLOFRUIT and CEDIAM is the AgriFoodTeam, an 

international group of consultants, made up of technicians and experts selected for their 

ability to work in extreme contexts and for their transdisciplinary skills; educated to work 

in international and multicultural teams; sharing the same development vision. 

An exceptional partner is the Master's Degree Course in Innovation Design of the University 

of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”, within which the research unit of Design for Emergency, 

combined with the research group SIDE (Sustainable Industrial Design), propose a vision of 

design as a tool for conceiving sustainable forms of existence on this planet understood as 

a complex and interconnected system. 

Fruit for Peace is therefore a project born from the alliance between private partners and 

international institutions; draws on the 17 SDGs of the United Nations, in line with the 

Sustainable Development Goals of the UN 2030 Agenda, and is today at the center of a 

network of international partners, linked to the United Nations, operating in international 

cooperation with the aim of realize a possible utopia: a model of economic development 

capable of triggering real economies and possibilities for social development (Figure 1). 

 

3. Objectives of the Project 
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The aims of the Fruit for Peace project can be listed as follows: 

- Create a scalable prototype which respect the different local realities; and can also be 

exportable to different parts of the world, even very different from each other in terms of 

culture and economic capacity, but sharing the same marginal condition; 

- Connect local agricultural realities to international agro-industrial realities; 

- Recovering the values of rural economies and supporting them through sustainable 

economic models that are inclusive of local economic, productive and financial diversity; 

- Promote agro-industrial development models respectful of the different cultural 

realities; 

- Activate fertilization and Cross-Cultural mechanisms; 

- Enhance local knowledge and hybridize them with international skills; 

- Make ethical and equitable use of technology; 

- Enhance local lands and preserve them from reckless, depleted and predatory uses of 

resources; 

- Finally: enhancing the 'small', the 'neighbor', the 'different' ', the' marginal '. 

 

4. The Role of Design 

The predominant strength of the project lies in the replicability of the model which 

focuses its methodology on the use of design such as: 

- Control room to coordinate multidisciplinary teams; 

- Tool to promote an ethical use of technology and artificial intelligence as a link with 

human needs, while respecting cultural and social diversities; 

- Methodology capable of building collaborative, holistic and inclusive diversity working 

processes aimed at promoting design for the common good.  
This vision is matched by specific founding actions that aim to: 

- Reach out and enhance impervious or marginal terrain;  

- Enhance and preserve, as well as replicate, plants and all plant species that constitute a 

heritage of indigenous biodiversity;  

- Recover and enhance the tools and machinery that are the offspring of a mechanical and 

analogue age and characteristic of the Third and Fourth World farming cultures;  

- Enhance and create opportunities for people, local territorial capital, knowledge, 

traditions and local know-how.  

Associated with the project methodology are a series of paradigms that aim to 

circumscribe the cultural framework within which the entire development model moves. In 

particular: 

- Favoring the enhancement of biodiversity instead of standardization models;  
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- Promoting the culture of recycling instead of that of consumption;  

- Applying the principles of reparability and reuse as opposed to the consumerist practices 

of scrapping;  

- Supporting respect for diversity as a systemic model through which to combat cultures of 

standardization vs. diversity;  

- Cultivating the principles of revitalization as a means of giving new life to the whole eco-

system rather than cultures of abandonment;  

- Implementing opensource approaches instead of patended and copyrighted models 

(Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Fruit for Peace masterplan 

 

5. The masterplan 

The first phase of the project faced the priority need to systematize within a masterplan 

(Figure 1) all actors who over time and for various reasons of elective affinity, as well as 

business opportunities, are coagulated around development projects in Mali. The 

systematization of all the players has made it possible to build a system useful to visualize 
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what can become a real ethical holding for scalable and exportable international 

development. 

The actors involved in the project, already described in the previous paragraph "Actors and 

utopias", are introduced in the upper part of the masterplan. 

The lower part of the organization chart introduces the strategic plan, in which the 

project areas useful for promoting the Fruit for Peace concept and identity have been 

identified, as well as all those activities fundamental to the strategic development of the 

project itself, from the training plan to the definition of the process chain through the 

cultures of upcycling and also safety. 

The Strategic Plan therefore addresses: 

- The level of identity and promotion of the concept 

- The level of development and research connected with it. 

The identity and promotion plan of the concept is divided into the definition of: 

- An identity system that, starting from the design of the font and all the glyphs, would be 

evocative and inclusive of all the world's languages; 

- An editorial system that could be used on three different scales - institutional, popular, 

scientific and cultural research. 

The level of development of the inclusive system in the areas of research and innovation 

consists of: 

- A production system of Fruit for Peace products, scalable for the different geographical 

areas of sale and placed on the market through a dedicated packaging system; 

- An upcycling process capable of making the production chain sustainable at each partner 

site. 

Finally, the Strategic Plan also includes a series of long-term activities, such as finance, 

research and development, design for sustainable development, security, training and 

scouting.  

The design of the organization chart is in fact a 'project design', i.e. a tool for the 

visualization of a system that can be extended by sections or areas in relation to the 

economic and political network that the governance will be able to build and that can be 

scaled up in relation to the contexts in which it will be placed, to the specific cultures, to 

local emergencies, to the needs of individual territories and individual partner actors. 

 

6. Type for Peace: a democratic font 

The Type for Peace font project is therefore developed within the broader Fruit for Peace 

project (Figure 1) and dictates its identity and value characteristics. Its main assumptions 

are to restore an exclusive identity which has authority in the international sphere and to 
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allow the identity system to be scalable and variable, while maintaining its basic identity. 

The values that the font aims to convey are those of the Fruit for Peace project, namely: 

social interconnection, dissemination and the ability to build networks and productive 

alliances, and also to be a constant evocative reference to local cultures.  

Considering the international nature of the project and therefore the need for its possible 

and strong replicability in the different cultures of the world, a scalable system was 

developed which had as its main element the design of a dedicated font within which all 

the languages of the world could be alternated and recognized. 

Type for Peace font is developed in a systemic apparatus divided into two directions, one 

of which provides the founding and characterizing elements of the very existence of the 

font - the glyphs. The other is a matrix generating assemblages of form.  

- The first vision branches out into the basic elements of a typeface: basic glyphs, 

borrowed glyphs (letters from different alphabets), accents and related tools - symbols 

and textures of different weaves -, ligatures and special glyphs.  

- The second vision focuses on the entire "production of form" of the font: logos, 

prepositions and identity signs - developed and designed as identifying monograms or 

syntheses of signification, nodal elements of the logotype -, and hybrids: linguistic hybrids 

which, by referring to the cultures of reference taken into consideration, and to Fruit for 

Peace's strong desirè for replicability, close the system since they can be realized with the 

help of special glyphs - or off-matrix - designed ad hoc (Figure 2).  

The font, therefore, to all intents and purposes takes the form of a complex system of 

multiple elements which, with different assemblages and declinations, give back the 

desired image of the project to which it belongs. This typographic system is intended to be 

open source and customizable for all Fruit for Peace partner companies. 

 

 
Figure 2. The font system  
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Type for Peace is a linear and expandable font that uses a two-dimensional alphanumeric 

double register - basic glyphs and special glyphs. The font extends incisively over the 

horizontal dimension, favoring it. Wide and devoid of mastering elements, it abandons 

capital letters in order to favor one of its main assumptions, namely that of presenting 

itself as a democratic font: by structuring the glyphs on the same line and with the same 

heights, it ensures that small joint elements give life - in collaboration and respect - to 

new words - community aggregations. The font specifically achieves the characteristics of 

stability, expandability, lightness and pliability through interventions in the character 

design. Stability has been achieved with a consistent rod strength, relieved by the cuts and 

slippage of the final ends. In addition, the visual idea of softness and pliability has been 

brought back by eliminating all forms of angularity, intervening with micro-softness to 

make a technical entity more welcoming, further reinforcing what is the main purpose of 

the font: to communicate a development model centered on a concept of productive 

peace - useful for the creation of societies in continuous economic and social development 

(Figure 3, 4, 5). 

 
Figure 3. Typeface 
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Figure 4. Ligatures 

 

 
Figure 5. Accents 

 

One of the applications of the font designed in the development of visual identity, was the 

creation of the logotype. Conceptually, this was born from the primordial stylistic 

elements of Fruit for Peace's objectives: to connect marginal territories with more 

advanced industrial realities. The main idea of the logo was to generate a connection 

between the words, so that they could observe each other. The drafting of the glyphs, 

according to the kerning measurements, gave the first logo assemblies a repelling and 

misleading remoteness with respect to the visions and context scenarios set. A further 

need arose from the various elements of the font, useful for the final logo: prepositions 

designed as identity monograms and signs as a synthesis of form, required greater 

attention to the declination of spaces. The composition of the executives was arrived at by 
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a succession of different compositional analyses and extreme engraving on the forms of the 

glyphs, adopting different typographical bindings and almost no kerning in certain nodal 

points of the logotype. The final logo currently presents a rigorous cohesion of form and 

style, allowing for all the cultural variations envisaged, fulfilling what it intrinsically is: a 

scalable and customizable visual identity system (Figure 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 12, 13). 

 

 
Figure 6. Linguistic variations of the preposition “for” 

 

 
Figure 7. Linguistic variations of the sign “X” 
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Figure 8. Applications of the linguistic variations of the logo “fruitforpeace” 

 

 
Figure 9. “fruitforpeace” logo 

 

 
Figure 10. Symbols compositions 
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Figure 11. Textures compositions 

 

 
Figure 12. Type for peace specimen 

 

 
Figure 13. Application of Type for Peace font on stationery components. 
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7. A customized font 

The ambition of the Type for Peace project is therefore not only to design a font, but to 

connect, in a complex system, the communication of very distant peoples through two 

basic elements: languages and the products of the earth. Both are indispensable for the 

survival of mankind and their cohesion. The way we communicate, in fact, is one of the 

values that makes our being human, unique (Parente, et al. 2018). From an 

anthropological point of view, the evolution of verbal communication is closely linked to 

the ability to compose messages through typographic signs, combined with other signs to 

generate meaning (Cheng, 2006). 

Yet in recent years, the paradigms for defining writing have changed. It is no longer just a 

perfected form, the result of an evolutionary process, or a defined, static and complete 

expression of the transmission of a message, but a flexible tool, adaptable to very 

different situations and contexts. A writing, therefore, that changes with the world with 

which it interacts (Perondi, 2012). 

The scientific literature of reference shows how the issues centered on the relationship 

between writing, its multidimensional nature, and space, are addressed both from a 

theoretical point of view (Perondi, ibidem) and from a design point of view, where space is 

understood as the area in which all the graphic elements for the transmission of a message 

are located. If, on the other hand, by space we mean the territorial context, it becomes a 

broader issue to identify the dimensions to be taken into consideration, which is also 

linked to the form of writing, capable of generating well-defined effects of meaning and 

denote precise identity meanings. 

In order to do this, the Type for Peace font was designed, based on the construction of a 

typographical matrix whose objective is to provide the guidelines from which to create all 

the glyphs, special characters and all those elements useful for strengthening the identity 

of the project. This typographic DNA is made up of a layout in which the elements 

characterizing the font have been identified, such as the absence of angularity, the ability 

to accommodate glyphs and/or elements coming from other languages, the possibility of 

individual glyphs to be 'mirrored' thus contributing to reinforcing the idea of a 'welcoming' 

system. In this way, heights, amplitudes, and all the parameters useful to create a link 

with the established values were calculated. The signs and identity characters of specific 

cultures and languages were then identified, which, hybridized with the Type for Peace 

font matrix, led to the construction of customized typographic geometries based on the 

relevant territories, which in turn were translated into the logo and the recurring graphic 

elements. Finally, pursuing the objective of increasing readability and recognizably, some 
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corrections have been made, so as to make the typefaces and all the related artefacts 

homogenous and recognizable as a single system. 

After a long design process, it was possible to achieve a result which, due to its 

characteristic features, can be associated with generative models, not because it has a 

mathematical model at its base, but because it proposes a variable model and simulates a 

dynamism which, perhaps in the future, could also make use of algorithmic models. 

Generative, parametric or variable typography, in fact, provides for the convergence of 

design skills with those of mathematics and computer science, and thanks to codes and 

algorithms, structured within random or systemic processes, makes it possible to create 

complex visual systems which, in their variability, maintain their belonging to the same 

matrix, the same code of origin that marks their DNA. 

Generative, parametric and variable are terms that are often mistakenly used as 

synonyms, but which differ considerably in terms of the mode and type of mutation. For 

example, generative is defined as the process that requires external income inputs, which 

are responsible for the mutation or transformation of the matrix geometry (Parente, et al. 

ibidem) a sort of trigger key from which, in cascade, all the subsequent phases spring. The 

parametric process, on the other hand, makes use of mathematical functions that, 

correlated with each other, give rise to a form that is not generated in a random manner, 

but rather in a systemic manner: this is the case in which several parameters are used 

through whose relationship it is possible to arrive at a final form. As far as the term 

variable is concerned, it should be noted that "a variable font is a single font file that 

behaves like multiple fonts" (Hudson, 2016). This design possibility is in fact mainly used in 

the IT field to simplify the design aspects related to typography as it does not require the 

installation of an entire family on one's work terminal, but the variable font executive file 

contains several styles and variants. 

Through the definitions provided, it is possible to understand that the use of a variable 

font is generally restricted to professionals, whereas generative typography and 

parametric typography can be used by users mainly by means of IT tools or platforms 

through which it is possible to generate and visualize the result of the IT process. On the 

other hand, the methodology taken into consideration for the realization of the Type for 

Peace project is based on the customization of the font, and makes use of an 

unconventional mutation of the typographical characters: in fact, it is not a model that 

adds alphabets to one that is considered original, but rather some geometric elements are 

adjusted in order to connote them according to the identity of the territory to which it 

refers. The result is a font that can be extended in direct proportion to the languages, 

idioms and dialects of the world. 
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The possible applications of the generative model described above, as well as of the Type 

for Peace font, are various, as they can concern the realization of digital as well as 

analogue, static or dynamic artefacts. In this sense, it should be emphasized that while 

static artefacts are the crystallization of a single type of identity, and are therefore more 

closely linked to the soul of the identity character of a place, dynamism, and in particular 

computer and digital systems, allow the visualization of the parentage of the matrix font, 

as well as the relationship between the signs and the customized characters (Figure 14, 

15). 

 

 
Figure 14. Application of the customized Type for Peace font on labels.  

 

 
Figure 15. Application of the customized Type for Peace font on labels and different packaging. 
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These possibilities, in a logic of dissemination of the project and scalability of the process, 

open up further fields of experimentation which, in the near future, could on the one hand 

implement the project through algorithmic logics of a systemic nature, but on the other 

hand constitute a concrete model of communication across places, contexts, identities and 

cultures. A font, Type for Peace, which aim is to make the utopia of a more inclusive, 

more ethical and more democratic world, a reality. 

 

8. Conclusion 

The Type for Peace project is the result of research work that has seen the convergence of 

different skills: experts in Type Design, Digital Design, Visual Communication Designers, as 

well as contextual experts such as sociologists, anthropologists and economists, brought 

together by the partnership between different bodies and institutions. This allowed the 

creation of a character that, from a conceptual, methodological and design point of view, 

synthesized the values of the broader Fruit for Peace project, acting as a 'visual space 

within which local identities and international ideals find their place. The scalable 

generative model resulting from this experimentation therefore represents a sort of 

multilingual script, an open platform within which the different linguistic declinations and 

the coexistence of glyphs borrowed from different cultures open up reflections that go 

well beyond the simple design of the font. 

The Type for Peace font therefore becomes the network that connects the broader Fruit 

for Peace project, on which the challenges of the future will be measured: enhancing 

territories and contexts characterized by endemic and marginalized emergencies through a 

development platform that can be exported and replicated as a model of socio-economic 

connection, becoming a new industrial paradigm. A font for sustainable development. 
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